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ABSTRACT

It is paramount to assess the risk of biases in may arise from diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) study as it will affect the 
accuracy and validity of the tests. These biases can be found in published researches and here we look at COVID-19 
DTA studies. The evaluation of bias risk in diagnostic research is mainly performed using QUADAS-2. The aim of 
this review was to determine potential selection and information biases in diagnostic test accuracy studies and strat-
egies to minimize risk of biases. Literature review related to diagnostic test accuracy study is identified through an 
online search of databases namely PubMed, ScienceDirect, Research Gate, Google Scholar, and official government 
websites range. Six potential biases in four QUADAS-2 domains are identified in COVID-19 diagnostic test accuracy 
study which are 1) spectrum bias in patient selection; 2) interpretation bias in index test; 3) differential misclassi-
fication bias and nondifferential misclassification bias in reference standard; and 4) partial verification bias and 
differential verification bias in patient flow. The identified biases exert effects on accuracy of COVID-19 diagnostic 
tests. Six strategies are recommended to reduce these biases, hence, improving the accuracy of COVID-19 diagnostic 
tests. The best diagnostic test can give benefits to the population in the mass screening program during COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION

The diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) study development 
for both clinical and epidemiological purposes is a 
critical step in the COVID-19 pandemic response(1). It 
guides researchers in establishing sound methodology of 
conducting DTA study to ensure validity and reliability 
of COVID-19 tests (2). In the public health setting, 
the DTA studies are used in identifying screening tests 
for the benefit of the community (3). The inaccuracy 
results of DTA study exert adverse complications such 
as wrong identification of COVID cases. Wrong case 
identification leads to higher case mortality, ineffective 
COVID-19 control due to failure to isolate false-negative 
cases and inefficient utilization of resources due to 
unnecessary false-positive case treatment (4). Therefore, 
DTA study should be prioritised to complement existing 
COVID-19 control program. The main components of 
the DTA study are the index and reference tests (5). For 
instance, to conduct a DTA study for COVID-19 test,  
the index test is a rapid saliva test and the reference test 
is the nasopharyngeal swab test for PCR (6). Since the 
Covid-19 pandemic hit the world, there are many DTA 

studies conducted to find accurate tests to detect SARS-
COV-2 (7). The pandemic gives a big impact on the 
world, especially the researchers. Study design issues 
that may skew estimates of test accuracy are becoming 
more widely recognised (8).

The definition of bias in diagnostic studies is a 
systematic deviation from the true value in an observed 
measurement (9). Biases will arise in diagnostic studies 
if they are not controlled properly. Bias develops in DTA 
study when the values of sensitivity or specificity differs 
from the actual value. It also can be defined as any 
systematic inaccuracy in a study’s design, execution, 
or analysis that leads to an incorrect assessment of an 
exposure’s impact on the risk of disease (10,11). For 
instance, bias can arise from the initial part of the study 
which is from selecting the patient, the interpretation of 
index test, and references test and the patient flow.

There are several tools in identifying biases and assisting 
in reducing biases. These tools assist researchers to 
report and appraise DTA study results (8,12). An example 
of a quality assessment tool that can be used to assess 
risk of bias in COVID-19 DTA study is QUADAS-2. 
QUADAS-2 is the latest version of QUADAS (Quality 
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies), which 
primarily aim to assess the risk of bias that arises from 
methodology part, which are the selection of patient, 
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data collection, test execution or interpretation, or data 
analysis (11,13,14). The QUADAS-2 was developed 
based on the QUADAS tool which was created in 2003 
(14).The two main components of QUADAS-2, are the 
risk of bias and concerns about applicability (13,14). The 
QUADAS-2 tool is divided into four domains: patient 
selection, index test, reference test, and patient flow. The 
QUADAS-2 format is very similar to the PICO (patient or 
population/intervention/comparator/outcomes) format 
(15). All key domains are scored based on bias risk 
and their appropriateness to research questions. Each 
key domain has a set of signalling questions to aid in 
bias and applicability judgments. The concern about 
applicability was included in the first three domains as 
well as evaluation of term of bias risk in each domain 
(16). Before entering the four domains in the QUADAS-2 
checklist, the research question should be clearly stated 
with illustration of a flow diagram for the primary study 
(8,13).

The main objective of this review was to determine 
the potential biases that can arise during COVID-19 
DTA studies based on QUADAS-2 tool and strategies 
to minimize risk of biases. This information should 
assist public health physicians and clinical specialists 
in identifying bias risks in COVID-19 DTA studies, 
anticipating the effects of bias on researches, and 
avoiding methodologic issues resulted from biases in 
DTA studies.

METHODOLOGY

A literature review was conducted from April 2022 
to June 2022 by searching online databases, namely 
PubMed, ScienceDirect, Research Gate, Google Scholar, 
and official government websites on the risk of bias 
assessment in COVID-19 diagnostic test accuracy study. 
The search terms used  were as follows: “diagnostic test 
accuracy study”, “bias AND QUADAS-2”, “risk of bias 
AND diagnostic test accuracy study” and “bias AND 
diagnostic study COVID-19”. The selected information 
used in this review is taken from any journal, article, 
report, or news update regarding the topic. Inclusion 
criteria for selection were articles written in English and 
published between 1st January 2012 and 31st March 
2022.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on QUADAS-2, six types of biases were identified 
to be potentially arisen during COVID-19 DTA study. 
The six biases can be largely classified into two major 
types of biases which are selection biases (comprised of 
spectrum bias, partial verification bias and differential 
verification bias) and information biases (comprised of 
interpretation bias, differential misclassification bias 
and nondifferential misclassification bias). Based on 
QUADAS-2 domains, the mechanism of these biases 

occurrence and strategies to minimize the risk of biases 
were discussed.

Risk Of Bias Based On Quadas-2 Domains And Risk 
Minimisation Strategies

Domain 1: Patient Selection 
Patient selection is the selection of participant from 
a population of interest (15). The process of selecting 
the target population depends on clinical questions or 
PICO elements (17). One of the key components in the 
selection of the participants is internal validity (18). The 
internal validity of clinical research largely depend on 
study design, data collection, and statistical analyses, 
and it is threatened by biases and random variation (19). 
One of the biases identified in COVID-19 DTA study is 
spectrum bias. There no definitive definition of spectrum 
bias, however, it can generally be defined as bias 
resulting from changes of tests outcomes when applied 
in different populations (20). This bias is produced when 
researchers included only ‘‘clear’’ or ‘‘definite’’ cases, 
not representing the whole spectrum of disease, and/
or ‘‘clear’’ or healthy control subjects, not representing 
the conditions in which a differential diagnosis should 
be carried out. A particular case is the purity diagnostic 
bias, when selecting cases of a certain disease those 
with other comorbidities are excluded and the final 
sample does not represent the cases that originated (8). 
For example, during COVID-19 pandemic, serological 
tests were highly in demand to determine the COVID-19 
serological status to address a variety of needs, such as 
determining COVID-19 infection rate, case fatality rate, 
virus load and transmission at the population level. 
The spectrum bias appeared during the early period of 
the test development, which is from establishment test 
testing to population-based testing (21).

The process of illness that ranges from mild to severe 
or fatal in individuals is referred to as the disease 
spectrum. In Malaysia, for example, COVID-19 
patients are classified into five levels or clinical 
categories, consists of asymptomatic, symptomatic 
without pneumonia, symptomatic with pneumonia, 
symptomatic with pneumonia and requiring oxygen 
assistance, and critically ill patients with multiple 
organ complications (22). Spectrum bias may happen 
when COVID-19 spectrum deviates from the clinical 
categories or ambiguous results were excluded from 
clinical categories. It may also occur in COVID-19 case 
control studies. In this study design, an index test was 
used in two groups, one for the case and one for the 
control. Researchers may introduce spectrum bias by 
failing to include certain group of patients who represent 
the certain disease spectrum in case control study (23). 
Therefore, to minimize spectrum bias in COVID-19 
DTA study, it is recommended to consider changing 
COVID-19 DTA study design from case control to cohort 
design to include wide spectrums of patients. 
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Domain 3: Reference Test
Reference standard is defined as a test, combination of 
tests or procedure that is considered the best available 
method to categorize participants in diagnostic test 
accuracy study into either group of having a condition 
or disease or group free of that condition or disease (13). 
In DTA study, it is sometimes synonymous to reference 
test or gold standard. It is usually utilized in comparing 
index test accuracy in accordance to reference standard. 
For example, the saliva nucleic acid amplification testing 
(NAAT) used as rapid COVID-19 test kit serves as index 
test whereas nasopharyngeal RTK Ag and RT-PCR serve 
as a reference tests (26).

In reference standard, classification bias can happen due 
to systematic error. Classification bias can be differential 
misclassification and nondifferential misclassification 
(27). Differential misclassification is related to 
exposure, outcome or treatment whereas nondifferential 
misclassification occurs at random (28). In COVID-19 
testing, differential misclassification may happen during 
study design stage based on the assumption that untested 
individuals are uninfected. Due to this assumption, 
infection rate will be higher among untested individuals 
as compared to tested individuals (29). Differential 
misclassification occurred as a result from increase or 
decrease of risk factors of COVID-19 infection such as 
age and gender (30). For example, in some countries or 
health facilities, elder peoples aged 60 years are routinely 
screened for COVID-19 infection. Elderly people will 
be more likely to be tested, therefore, less likely to be 
misclassified as uninfected due to not receiving testing. 
To minimize this bias, it is recommended to conduct 
COVID-19 DTA study in large sample size.

Nondifferential misclassification may happen when 
exposed or true positive COVID-19 person is incorrectly 
classified into non-exposed or negative COVID-19 
group. In COVID-19 DTA study, an example of 
nondifferential misclassification and its effects on 
sensitivity and specificity of index test is illustrated in 
Table I based on hypothetical results. Based on Table I, 
in reference test, the true positive number is lowered by 
10% nondifferential misclassification rate, thus affecting 
its accuracy. To reduce differential misclassification, the 
accuracy of COVID-19 index test should be compared 
to the most accurate reference test available (31).
 
Domain 4: Patient flow
In this domain, verification bias may occur as a result 
of diagnosis of disease among studied samples not 
receiving same reference standard (32). It can be 
classified into partial or differential verification bias 
(32). Partial verification occurs when studied samples 
tested with index test failed to do reference tests. Failure 
to do verification may result from the preliminary result 
being negative or the refusal to do reference tests (33). 
In COVID-19 DTA study, for example, nasopharyngeal 

Domain 2: Index Test
Index test is defined as the diagnostic test evaluated 
in comparison to reference test (22). For example, 
COVID-19 infection is diagnosed by identifying viral 
RNA in samples collected via a nasopharyngeal swab 
or other respiratory samples. However, it has several 
limitations for use in mass screening, the most important 
of which are the time required for diagnosis, the 
overcrowding of those centres designated to analyse 
the specimens, and the non-negligible risk of viral 
transmission to healthcare workers (24). Using saliva as 
a diagnostic sample has advantages such as being easily 
provided by the patient and being collected without the 
need for specialized staff. As a result, the Rapid Saliva 
Test (RST) should be used as a diagnostic test for a mass 
screening programme (6).

However, there are risk of bias in performing the index 
test including bias during conducting the test and bias 
from the interpretation of the result from diagnostic 
test. The interpretation of diagnostic accuracy study 
is a must, and the way of the interpretation can affect 
the test’s performance. The interpretation of the index 
test relies on the competency of the interpreter or the 
index test flaws. The interpretation bias can arise 
because of indeterminate result or review of bias. Due 
to indeterminate results, it can give rise to interpretation 
bias. Indeterminate results may give rise to spectrum 
bias if they are excluded from the analysis. However, 
researchers should be critical in analysing indeterminate 
results to be positive or negative if indeterminate results 
are not excluded. For instance, a very striking feature 
was observed when comparing the results of the salivary 
rRT-PCR with those of the nasopharyngeal swab in the 
subjects who had been previously classified as false 
negatives and false positives with the RST. The two 
subjects who were classified as false negatives tested 
also negative by salivary rRT-PCR, thus the viral RNA 
was not detected in the saliva (6,25).

For interpretation bias may occur in diagnostic test 
studies when there is no blinding of gold standard 
(verification test) or its result (24). This is because the 
majority of clinicians who interpret tests are influenced 
by prior knowledge or the available results of index 
tests. According to the international guidelines, the 
nasopharyngeal swab was analysed by independent 
blinded clinicians using real-time reverse transcription 
(rRT)-PCR. The salivary sample collected for the RST 
was examined by rRT-PCR to provide data on the 
presence of the virus in the saliva and to better analyse 
any discrepancy between the RST and nasopharyngeal 
swab results (6). Therefore, to minimize the risk of 
interpretation bias in COVID-19 DTA study, blinding of 
clinicians should be carried. If a clinician is a researcher, 
double blinding should be used whereas if a clinician is 
in the team analysing the data, triple blinding should be 
used. 
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Table I: Nondifferential misclassification and its effect on sensitivity 
and specificity of COVID-19 Saliva test

(Perfect Reference Test) (Imperfect Reference 
Test)

Reference Test 1 Reference Test 2 (10% 
Misclassification)

RT-PCR Test Nasopharyngeal RTK 
Ag Test

Saliva NAAT (Index Test) Positive Negative Positive Negative

Positive 950 50 860* 140

Negative 50 950 140 860

Total 1000 1000 1000 1000

Sensitivity 0.95 0.86

Specificity 0.95 0.86

*True positive= 950(1-0.1) + 50(0.1) **Results are hypothetical.

Table II: Partial verification bias and its effect on sensitivity and spec-
ificity of COVID-19 Saliva test

Actual Observed

RT-PCR* RT-PCR*

Saliva NAAT** Disease No Disease Disease No Disease

Positive 80 90 64 72

Negative 20 810 4 162

Total 100 900 68 234

Sensitivity 0.80 0.94

Specificity 0.90 0.69

*Reference test **Index test

NAAT using PCR test is considered as gold standard. 
However, the test is expensive or painful during 
nasopharyngeal sampling, which may cause those 
who are tested positive saliva test to default reference 
test for verification (34). Figure 1 demonstrated the 
partial verification bias effect. Among 1000 people with 
assumption of prevalence of COVID-19 of 10%and 
hypothetical saliva NAAT sensitivity of 80% and 
specificity of 90%, the positive cases are verified at higher 
rate (80%) than negative cases (20%). The results from 
Figure 1 are summarized in Table II. Table II showed the 
observed accuracy in comparison with actual accuracy 
(accuracy obtained with full verification). The observed 
accuracy demonstrated false increase of sensitivity from 
0.80 to 0.94 and false decrease of specificity from 0.90 
to 0.6. Therefore, partial verification bias may increase 
COVID-19 index test sensitivity and reduce its specificity. 
In this case, the verification rate is assumed to depend on 

Figure 1: Flow diagram for partial verification bias.

Table III: Differential verification bias and its effect

Observed Cases (NP RT-PCR)* Unobserved Cases Observed Cases (NP RTK Ag)** Combined (NP RT-PCR and RTK Ag)

Reference Test Reference Test Reference Test Reference Test

Saliva NAAT *** Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative

Positive 64 72 16 18 16.2 17.8 80.2 89.8

Negative 4 162 16 648 79.2 584.8 83.2 746.8

Total 68 234 32 666 95.4 602.6 163.4 836.6

Sensitivity 0.94 0.50 0.16 0.49

Specificity 0.69 0.97 0.91 0.89

*Reference Test 1(Gold standard) **Reference Test 2 ***Index Test. Assumption of Reference Test 2 has 10% nondifferential misclassification rate.

the index test result. Partial verification bias, however, 
is impossible where positive and negative verification 
rate is identical. Thus, COVID-19 full verification test is 
recommended to eliminate partial verification bias with 
practical consideration on costs and resources. 

On the other hand, differential verification bias occurs 
when index case is verified by multiple reference 
standard test (25). Multiple reference tests are used 
due to test invasiveness, high costs (32) or different 
outcome result (33). In some countries such as Malaysia, 
nasopharyngeal antigen test kit and RT-PCR can be used 
as diagnostic tests (26). However, the practice of using 
two or more standard tests to verify COVID-19 leads to 
differed accuracy. The accuracy of NP antigen test kit 
and RT-PCR may differ and the accuracy of Saliva NAAT 
used to refer for verification can result into classification 
bias. The overall accuracy of unbiased and biased result 
will result in differential verification bias. 

Table III showed the differential verification bias effect 
on the accuracy of overall tests. In the previous example, 
there are cases which are not verified (unobserved 
cases) with reference test (RT-PCR). The unobserved 
cases may be verified by other reference standard 
(RTK Ag) (35). Assuming the reference standard has 
nondifferential misclassification rate of 10%, the total 
accuracy of combined reference tests changed in which 
the sensitivity has reduced and specificity increased 
in comparison to Gold Standard. Therefore, to reduce 
differential verification bias, the flow of COVID-19 
diagnostic testing should be well-designed to avoid 
unnecessary multiple reference tests (22).
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CONCLUSION

This article summarises the six types of biases that are 
unique to DTA study related to COVID-19 test. The 
objective of this review  is to assist relevant stakeholders 
of COVID-19 DTA studies in critically appraising 
results with comprehensive consideration of type of 
biases. It is imperative to understand that no study is 
bias-free.  Recognizing and minimizing biases through 
recommended strategies in COVID-19 DTA study, 
however, may improve the accuracy of COVID-19 
diagnostic tests. Reporting the biases identified in DTA 
study may enhance the overall quality of the study 
reporting and for readers to make informed and fair 
judgement on its quality. 
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